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for SGA positions
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SENIOR EDtTOR

A letter from Gov.
Brereton Jones to members
of Murray's Board of Regents
has instructed them to be
more open in their search for
a new president.
Board members received
numerous complaints from
faculty and staff because the
identity of candidates was
being released only hours
before their arrival on campus.
Part of the letter from
Jones stated "...I share the
concern expressed by members of the Murray Faculty
Senate. Members of the faculty, student body and the
general public should receive
reSUJDes for the ~ts at
least one week in advance so
they can inquire of their
counterparts at the candidate's school and community
about their qualifications.
"For some reason, Murray
State has had more than
their share of difficulties in
the past, and I would hope

PRESIDENTIAL

that you would promote an
open and congenial search
for the new president."
Nancey France, president
of the Faculty Senate, said
she hopes the Board will follow Jones' advice.
"The Faculty Senate
(passed a resolution) asking
the Board for three working
days notice and we would be
thrilled to get that," she said.
Shirley Reamer, president
of Staff Congress, said the
Board of Regents is finally
getting the message sent by
faculty and staff members.
"The staff, similar to the
faculty, feel we should have
a little lead time to get to
know a little bit about the
candidates," Reamer said.

SEARCH/14

See

Although students have an
Students will elect four executive council members and two senators from their college as well
additional day to vote this year,
as six senators-at-large. The polls will be open from 2 to 7 p.m. on Tuesday and from 8:30 a.m.
choices for top Student
to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday. Booths will be located on the third floor of the Curris Center.
Government Association offiPresident
Qcll~g~ cf f;du~ico
~cll~g~ cf lodusl~ aod
cials are not so varied.
Brian Van Horn
grad.
Missy Kleeman
jr.
TechMiggy
Candidates for the four execMark Baumer
sr. •
utive council seats are running
Justin
Downs
~iQ~ Er~sld~ot
jr.
Qcll~ge cf Eioe Ails aod
unopposed.
Trent Bates
sr.
Elkins
Mike
QcmmuoiQatico
sr.
These names and those of the
Melanie Adams
so.
other 29 applicants will appear
Secreta~
Kim Dunlap
Jr.
Qgll~g~ cf SQi~oc~
on a computerized ballot, a new
Traci Forbes
jr.
Jennifer Langford
so.
Kara
Beth Boyer
sr.
format for the elections, said
Jenny Wohlleb
jr.
Amy
Fennel
jr.
Jeanie Morgan, adviser for
Treasurer
SGA.
Jay Graham
sr.
At-Large
Morgan said that until last
Nikki Almand
so.
year's process, SGA had borjr.
Qcll~g~ cf Bu§io~ss aod
Jamie
Dunn
so.
rowed the county's voting
Scott Ford
so.
Eubl~ AHaics
machines. When the price for
Monti Collins
jr.
Laurel
Little
jr.
renting them was raised, the
Josh Dowdy
fr.
Brian Long
sr.
votes were tabulated manually,
Brent Highfil
sr.
Chris
Powless
jr.
an experience Morgan rememjr.
Jerry Rust
Meg Sommerkamp
jr.
bers with little fondness.
jr.
Shannon Stroud
Brian
Thomas
sr.
When a voter approaches his
Michael Williams
so.
Carl
Watkins
so.
college's table Tuesday or
Kenneth Wray, Jr.
sr.
Aaron Whitaker
so.
Wednesday, poll workers will
Souro.: 8GA OFRCE
check an admissions sheet to
BRAD McCLAIN/ Gra ics Designer
verify the student's major. Be
fll'st used in last fall's Means Committee.
will receive a ballot with names the appropriate college'8 box.
Morgan said students with Homecoming candidates elecof all executive council and atBefore last year, part-time
large candidates, as well as undeclared majors should vote tion, should allow results to be students could not vote in SGA
at the table for the College of tabulated by Wednesday night, elections. Now, any student
candidates in only his college.
said Danny Everett, Chairman who pays an aCtivity fee may
The bubbled-in Scan Tron- Business and Public Affairs.
The computerized system, of SGA's Election Ways and vote, Morgan said.
type ballot should be placed in
\

Students face hikes

IS THIS GOING TO HURTI

Room and Tuition goes up $40
board rates
Don't be surprised next week when you Pick up your
go up 3o/o
schedule and see a $40 tuition increaee. It ia not a mist;ak&. ,
STAFF REPORT

fall~

BY

Last fall, the Council on Higher Edueatiqn approved tb& 5:3 ;
pereent increase for regional uniYersities.
· •• r •· ""'
Tuition for in-state undergraduate studente will~ $980;•·
out-of-state undergraduates will pay $2.510; in....tate gradu~
ate students will be charged $1,010; ana out-of-state graduate
students will pay $2,750.
In comparison to Murray State, Western Kentucky
University's m·state undergraduate students will pay
for the 1994 fall semester.
Those in-state undergraduates at the University of
LOuisville will see their tuition raised to $1,195 a semester.

ALLISON M I LLIKAN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Students who live in 'r esidence halls next semester will
pay more, but see more
improvements made to the
halls with the 3 percent
increase in room and board
:rates.
"The 3 percent is going to
help us with our futed costs and
allow us to have the money placed in all rooms in Regents
needed to continue renovation and Hester halls, a domestic
projects and purchase furni- water line will be replaced in
turet said Paula Hulick, direc- Springer Hall and new furnitor of housing.
ture will be purchased for some
Smoke detectors will be areas in the halls.

-4

Hulick said later in the 199496 school year, the Housing
Office will install shower stalls
in Franklin Hall and begin

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
jennifer Veach, sophomore from Ft . Knox, gives blood at an American Red Cross Blood Drive.

See RATES/14

MSU student charged with armed robbery
handgun
and
Robinson, 21, a former student automatic
from Union City, Tenn., stated demanded
the
rest
of
that he was visiting a friend in Robinson's money, Robinson
A Murray State University Room
320, when
Gray handed over $250, and Gray
student, Antonio Gray, an 18 approached him to seek repay- left the room.
year old freshman from ment of a $20 debt.
The incident reportedly
Marion, m., was arrested April
The three men were acquain- occurred at 4:30 p.m.Green said
1 and charged with the armed tances, said Joe Green, associ- Robinson then contacted Public
robbery of a fonner Murray ate director of Public Safety.
Safety to file a complaint.
State student in Hart Hall.
According to the report,
"We contacted the county
According to the arresting Robinson paid Gray the $20, attorney," Green said. "He
officer's
report,
Prentice Gray pulled a .25 caliber semi- came to our office and took the

BY E.l. GOLD

VIEWPOINT EOITOR

affidavit. The (arrest) warrant
was signed by Judge Leslie
Furchess."
Public Safety Officer Robert
LaMore, accompanied by two
Murray Police Department officers, arrested Gray at 10:21
p.m. in the Kroger Food Store,
where Gray was employed as a
shelf stocker.
Green said Gray was not
armed at the time of his arrest.

A .25 caliber handgun with a

clip holding seven rounds of
ammunition was recovered
from the pocket of Gray's jacket, which was found in thr
employee's locker room at
Kroger. The officers also recovered $105 from Gray's wallet.
At press time, Gray was
being held in Calloway County
Jail on a $20,000 cash bond.
That bond was originally set by

Furchess and was upheld by
Marahall County Judge Dennis
Foust at Gray's arraignment
Tuesday morning. Foust was
substituting for Furchess, who
was out of town.
Calloway County Circuit
Clerk Ann Wilson said Gray
was arraigned on a charge of
first degree robbery. a class B
See ARMED/1 4
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If successful, a new computer
program will simplify pre·
~
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TIN BoARD
Students sweep competition

Volunteer workers needed
Volunteer workers and riders are needed for the St. Jude
· Children's Researcll Hospital "Wheels for Life Bike-A-Thon" slated for April16 at a location to be announced.
All money Will go straight to St. Jude Children's Hospital.
For more information, call Randy Cunningham at 753-9541 or
753-6831 or George Ligon at 753-5466 or 753-5312.

Camp counselors wanted
·

If you are interested in being a camp oounselor in the United
States, Japan, Korea, England, Germany, Spain, Italy, Belgium,
Puerto Rico or Bermuda. contact Roger Weis at 762-3808 no
later than today.

Four Murray State University students form the department of
sociology and anthropology participated in the Seoond Annual
Southeast Missouri SociologicaVAnthropological Research Paper
Competition symposium for graduate and undergraduate students held March 30 to 31 at SEMO. The MSU students oompeting were: Todd Atchinson, Kate Finnearty, Dianna Robinson,
and Kathy Tucker. All of the MSU students are undergraduates.
Atchinson's paper was titled The Industrialization of Fanning.
Kate Finnearty's paper, titled Symbolic Analysts: Hillary, Biliary
and Bob, won second best paper of the Symposium. Atchinson
and Finnearty were sponsored by MSU's Dr. Frank Elwell, chairman of the department.
Diana Robinson's paper focused on the origins of Australian
aborigines, while Kathy Tucker's research was titled, Sign of~

Serpent: Symbols of Neolithic Europe and Meaning Con.strw:tion.

: Honor society established
Murray State University's department of sociology, anthropology, and social work has established the Beta Chapter of
Lambda Alpha, the national oollegiate honors society for anthropology, has been established at Murray State.
Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens, professor of anthropology and director of the MSU anthropology program, is serving as faculty
adviser for the group.
To join the Beta Chapter of Lambda Alpha, students must
have taken at least nine hours in anthropology, have a cumulative GPA of3.0, a GPA of3.0 in anthropology and have sophomore status.

Student loan exit interviews
. If you are graduating from MSU this semester, or not returning to MSU next fall, and have received a Statiord/SLS Student
Loan while enrolled at MSU, federal regulations require that
you attend an exit interview before leaving school.
The Stafford/SLS Student Loan exit interviews are scheduled
on April 21, 9:30 - ll:OOa.m. and 2:30 - 4:00 p .m . and on April
22, 9:30 - 11:00 a.m. and 12:00 - 1:30 p.m. in the third floor conference room of Sparks Hall.
Appointments are not needed.
Call 762-2691 for more information.

Tucker's paper won the best paper award, beating out both graduates and undergraduates from six universities. Robinson and
Tucker were sponsored by Dr. Ken Carstens, professor of anthropology and director of the anthropology program at MSU.

Interactive television
In an effort to reach out to the community, the department of
political science, criminal justice and legal studies at Murray
State University is offering criminal justice oourses for the first
time through the Interactive Television Network at community
colleges located in Paducah, Hopkinsville and Madisonville.
According to Dr. Vi Miller, dean of the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State, the need for a criminal justice courses to be taught through lTV was initially reoognized in correspondence with Hopkinsville Community College. She said many
of the Hopkinsville students had difficulty with the availability
of criminal justice courses while pursuing their baccalaureate
degrees. The Murray State lTV oourse now allows one instructor
to teach criminal justice at several sites.

Annual art show

The annual Student Art Show, sponsored by Murray State's
Organization of Murray Art Students, will go on display April18
after all the works in 10 different media categories have been
submitted and judged.
The student exhibition has been structured to allow art students to participate in a professionally planned exhibit. An original submission to the show can be made by any student at
The College of Business and Public Affairs hosted 18 guest
Murray State. A $2 entry fee for OMAS members and a $5 fee
speakers dupng the eighth annual Executives on Campus pro'
for non-members was required this year.
gram held Feb. 2 through March 3.
Judging of the works will occur Saturday and Sunday. Jurors
Professionals from the business and government sectors
for the 1994 exhibition are Roy Davis of Murray and Sarah
addressed Murray State students in 22 classes dealing with
Rouch of Paducah. The works that are rejected can be claimed
management, marketing, finance, economics, computer science,
criminal justice, accounting and office systems. The oollege start- Monday and Tuesday.
A:n. opening reception will be held on April22 from 6-9 p.m.
ed this program to expose students to professionals who can give
with an awards ceremony at 7p.m. The exhibit will run tluough
insi~t to practical application and experience in the work force .
t
May 12.
.. ...
...
•

Executives on Campus

Tuesday

•
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iWEEK 'I N PREVIEW
Friday, April 8
• Theatre production - Arsenic and Old Lace will be presented in
the Johnson Theatre at 8 p.m. AprilS, 9, 14, 15 and 16. Admission
is free to students. Call 762-4421 for more information.
• Open House - The Center for International Programs is hosting
an open house from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the MSU Faculty Club.

Saturday, Aprll9
• Antique show - Sponsored by MSU women's athletic program at
the West Kentucky Exposition Center. Hours are Sat. 10 a .m. to 9
p.m. and Sun 11 a .m. to 5 p.m. Call 762-4424 for more information.

Sunday, Aprll10
• Re c ital - Cynthia Roop, flute , will present a recital at 2 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall.
• Recital - Timothy Smith, trumpet, will present a senior recital at
3:30 p.m. tn the Farrell Recital Hall.

Monday, April 11
• KERA Bus - A traveling bus exhibit which promotes KERA will be
located on the pedestrian walkway in front of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center from 8 a .m. to 5 p.m. For more information call 7622500 or 3024.
• Interview - Fluid Power. Call 762-3735 for more information.
• Gameroom night - Kids can take pictures with Dunker the Racer
mascot from 6 to 9 p.m.

Tuesday, April 12
• SGA Elections - Curris Center Ballroom from 2 to 7 p.m.
• Movie - The Three Musketeers will be shown at 8 p.m. today and
tomorrow in the Curris Center Theater.
• 4-H judging - Sponsored by the Calloway County 4-H office. Call
753-4152 for more information.
• Concert - Brass chamber music will be presented at 8 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall.
• Lecture - The Rain Forest as a Medicine Cabin8t at 7:30 p.m. in
the auditorium of the Collins Center. Free to the public.
• Talent show - 6 to 9 p.m. in the Stables.

Wednesday, April 13
• Hearty Meals - The meal management class will sponsor lunch in
the Twin Tower dining room at 11 :30 a.m. Cost is $4.25 per person
and reservations can be made by calling 762-3384.
• All campus Sing - Beginning at 4:30 p.m. on the lawn of Lovett
Auditorium. Free admission.
• SGA Elections - Curris Center Ballroom from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, Aprl114
• Concert - Jazz ba nd concert at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center. Free
to the public.
• Lecture - Cultural Destruction of Tropical Forest Peoples at 7:30
p.m. in the Collins Center Auditorium. Registration is at 8 a .m. For
more information call 762-4152 or 6368.
· Meeting - A.A.IN.A. "University~" ~h91 a(ld NaiOoli¢A:
Abuse Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6-:30 p.rt'\. In
the Curris Center Mississippi Room.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE...

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Wednesday
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

i
Register for YAA 290 this fall semester and earn 3 hour,~
of college credit while helping people in our community.\

Second floor Curris. Center
~~~~~-~l~'ofi/RJ

~NEWS

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University

YAA 290

Current Trends and Issues
9:30 • 10:45 T & Th
In Community Service Programs

1

r

A minor in Youth Agency Administration may also be
considered from the American Humanics program.
For more information please contact:
Roger Weis, 108 Carr Health Building
or Call 762-3808

Murray, KY 42071-3303
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NEWs

City recycling bins to Pla~tic containers may
offset landfill costs
replace to-go styrofoam
Bv

REY CRAIG

STAFF WRITER

comply with Kentucky recycling codes, the city of Murray
recently kicked off its recycling
efforts.
Donald Elias, city planner,
said Murray's new recycling
tactics, which started March 5,
were prompted by the rising
costs of waste disposal and
Kentucky's goal of reducing the
amount of landfill waste.
-rhe cost of waste disposal
hae risen from $12 a ton to
approximately $35 a ton,• Elias
said. "The state has also set a
reduction goal for waste going
to landfills. The goal is to
reduce it to 25 percent by 1997."
After the kickoff, recycling
bins were set up in three locations around Murray: at 12th
and Glendale at the old
Goodyear store, at 6th and
Poplar at the George Weaks
Community Center and on
Chestnut Street behind Video
Gold.
Glass jars and bottles, aluminum cans, corrugated cardboard and plastics with a "1" or
"2" on the bottom may be
deposited into the bins. No food
boxes should be deposited.
"We are having problems
with people leaving products at
the bins that they should not be
leaving,• Elias said. "Some of
the bins also get full and people
leave things sitting outside of
the bins.
"If they continue, we will
have to figure out a different
way to handle the recycling."

~AI

6Y KEllY MENSER
News EDITOR

UnivenJity oommunity member may ~t a .

Services will test-market a plastic reusable
microwave-safe container this semester
through the Residence Hall Association. A
succ:euful test may result Jiext fall in oontainers for those who plan to use campus canyout eerrices, said Bill Benriter, director of the
Food Services.
Benriter said the oonoept was presented at
a oonference last year by a representative of
w~ (Maryland) College.
al8o generated from RHA's recognition of
the huge problem with styrofoam container
waste in the ,residence halls,• Benriter said.
Students who live off campU.s, as well as f.ac•
ulty and staff members, may a1ao be U.~ed
con~rs.
.
.
&nriter said purchasing a meal pliri_. will
not be required to receive a conta.iner. It the
Health Department approves the holder1 any

Service employee. But cleaning the c:ontai:ner
may not be the only problem.
"' think one of the earJieet problems would
be students coming in ad not having them,"
be said. 'Tm not sure how realistic it would be
to immediately do away with .tyrofoam all
together....
Benriter noted two main advantages of the
plastic dishes over the atyrofoam containers:
less waSte and lower COlt.
He said tbe plastic con~ will CCJBt
about $1 each.
'The savings could be aipiftcant," he said:
' "But styrofoam hat a lot or food (storage)
capabilities that (plastic) wouldn\," be said~

' container &om Food SerricQ. The container
Durip.g re~atration next fall, don$t forget•to would be returned at the end of the semester, . "
·
. '
'!!
pick up your parking tag, blue bill, verified he said.'
One$
issued
a
container,
the
possessor
,
schedule and TUpperware.
would
be
responsible
ror
making
lure
it
i1J
free
Well, maybe.
H the Health Department approves, FOOd of bacteria before preeentiD.if it to a Food

In an effort to cut costs and

Melissa FiU'nunVStaff

This recycling bin at the George Weaks Community Center is an
indication of Murray's new recyclln1 efforts.
The materials in the recycling bins are handled by B & J

Sanitation Service of Hickman.
"They take the materials and
sell them off to different
places," Elias said.
Murray State University is
also an active participant in
recycling. Elias said the city
provided funds to purchase a
newspaper shredding machine
for the University.
Wayne Harper, associate
director for building services
and ground maintenance, said
the machine shredS and bales
newspapers for animal bedding.
"We have a dust cover on
order for it, so we can't use it
until the cover gets in," Harper
said.
Murray State also has a vertical baling machine for cardboard, aluminum and steel
cans and three grades of paper:

invites .everyone
to attend ........... .

"'t

mixed grade, computer and
white office paper.
·
Under Kentucky Model
Procurement Code 45A.520,
every state agency must
require a minimum recycled
material content for its purchase of goods, supplies, equipment, materials and printing.
Each January, Murray State
reports to the state government, said Jean Hamra, assistant director for purchasing.
The listing shows items purchased relating to recycled pur- BY )ENNY WOHLLEB
SENIOR EDITOR
chases.
An engineering school in western Kentucky
Murray State also has a
statement on its Bid/Quote could be a dream of the past, at least as far as
form which requires vendors this General Assembly is concerned.
The state budget was passed last week by the
dealing with the University to
supply documentation indicat- House and the Senate1 and was sent to Gov.
ing compliance with the provi- Brereton Jones for his approval. The final versions of KRS 45A520 and 200 sion of the budget did not include the proposed
KRS 6:330E. Both codes con- engineering school or the money to renovate
tain requirements for recycling Blackburn Science Building.
The Blackburn funding was in the budget
materials.

"""'

Budget has no polytechnic plan

Murray Launtiry CenterWASHERS: 75<:

An Campus Sing 1994

I ...

'

.

*BYOB (Bring Your Own Blanket)

Lanft.tiitWi1;b::; ISOtJ)b
~ ·

April 13, 4:30 p.m. Lovett Auditorium Steps
In case of rain, will be held inside

noting· styrofoam's super:iqt ability to ~P
food hot or cold. .
· '
Benriter said he expects to hear from the
Health Department in the next few weeks.

passed by both houses, but was cut in the final
conference on the final day, said James Booth,
acting Murray State University president.
He said although the issue may look dead, one
never knows what could happen before business
is concluded in Frankfort and that a special.session will likely be called.
The General Assembly will meet again on
April 15 to override any vetos.
"We could be looking at a special session to
clean-up the budget," he said, "and there could
be lots of trading.

"The Alpha

April 13
Curris Center Dance Lounge

•

. .,.,

tJ3'ES~ P9UCE 19{~0~
Dry-cleaning a: Alterations
Monday-saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

Experience'~

jp+vv_? Check It Out!
A Product Of Your Student Activity Fee

Free Pick-up and Delivery on.Campus
Bel.;Alr Center South 12th Sbeet

759-2570

Missy Kleetnan

vo~= ~&::~~~:ts
rhiknk

yoU froU all your

sisters

or YJOUr hattd

work an'il~d-edicdtion.

AOII LOVE
Who's Planning On Attending Summer School?

:=MSU~ealtli:se:.tiifces:

----------os------n-------------.--------ee:-------------------------:::::::::~;;;;iid--~::::::::
--------~A&&&
-----------------------------------------~~

====--rega--ac;--=-*esttwg:=~=

----~--

--"---~~------- --------------.... ---·--------------------

=::::1Jna:s"£1.t:teitiiig:::::
This Service is funded by the
Purchase District Ilealt h Dt· pt.
For Further infonnation di;~l
Health Line 7G2 - :~SO~)
I\1onday -Friday H a . xn .-· 1- : :~o p . 1n .

The sisters of
If Summer School Is In Your Plans,
Then Make Plans To Live In
The Residence Halls!
Applications ru:e available at the Housing Office.

The Residence Hall Offer:
• Contracts for Summer I, Summer II, or both sessions!
• Clean, Comfortable, AIR CONDITIONED rooms.
• Priyate rooms as space permits.

LLL

are prqud to have

Clu.i.s · Jones
·:

.

·:

"'

as 0ur~ new ·
tri-guy!
:•:'\

VmWPOINT
Vote: It's the right
_thing to do

Fine Arts
dean adds

to Lovett
story

Even on college campuses, America is a democracy. That may be less than self-evident whenever
some new administrative proclamation is passed
down from the inner sanctum of Wells Hall, but it
is true nonetheless.
As citizens of that democracy, we have both the
opportunity and the obligation to take part in our
own self-government. For the students of Murray
State University, that means voting not only in
local, state and national elections, but also in the
election of Student Government representatives
to be held next week.
Perhaps the oldest clich6 of democratic rule is
that those who do not vote have no grounds to
complain when they disagree with those who hold
office. Like most clich6s, it is both trite and true.
We have in the past voiced our disagreement
with selected policies and practices of SGA in this
space, and we may find cause to do so again in the
future.
· To that end, we intend to vote in the SGA election next week. And we urge all other students to
join us at the polls.

Week offers alternatives
The student population of Murray State is
aging. Non-traditional students now make up onethird of the student body here, and nationwide,
they are the Dl9jority.
Unfortunately for these students, the overwhelming majority of campus activities target traditional-age students. While the demands.of classwork are the same regardless of a student's age or
life situation, many non-traditional students have
families to support and mortgages to pay in addition to papers to write and exams to study for.
Many have little time, and less desire, to attend
alternative rock band concerts or street dances.
Thankfully, that is changing. Non-traditional
and Commuter Student Week offers non-traditional students and their families campus activities intended just for them. No pumpkins will be
smashed, and no lizards will be tripped at these
get-togethers.
But children will be welcome.

Refills anyone?
Subject to Health Department approval, Food
Services will soon begin issuing reusable carry-out
containers at Winslow Cafeteria and the T-Room.
At a time when budget restrictions and rising
costs struggle with environmental issues for
prominence in the news, Bill Benriter and his
staff at Food Services have found a way to offer a
valuable service to students while reducing both
landfill waste and costs.
We commend their effort.

After my crime-among-athletes story was printed last
week, I received eome disturbina comments from students. ,
Some student& claimed I was
a bigot, while
others
claimed I was
attacking
black
student-athletes.
l'msorryto
report I was
only
doing
my job.
First,
nowhere in
the
story
were
the
w o r d s
AfricanAmerican,
b~ Negro or people of color
used. Nor were they implied.
But do some students still
think I am a bigot?
Yes, they do.
Second, every athlete listed
in the story can be found in the

court house annex building work with wear white hoods
computer. The information is and bum crosses. We just do
our jobs.
pUblic reCord.
In passing, a student told
Furthermore, the reason I
wrote the story was not me our newspaper gives more
becaUBe some of the members attention to crimes committed
were black. But do some stu- by minorities than by white
students. She compared the
dent& believe me?
recent stories involving
No they don't.
blacks to the Pike stories.
It was because any college
But I seem to recall more stoathlete, whether they are ries about the Pikes last year
green, blue or purple, would than anything else. Their incihave been in the story if they dent was just 88 newsworthy as
had been charged with a crime the armed robbery last Friday.
by Public Safety.
My point is simple. I am not a
I wrote the story because I
racist.
I just report the news.
thought there was a problem.
are not racist; they
The
facts
I believe the problem has
are
the
truth.
If it happens, it
existed for several years at
happens.
Be
prepared
to deal
larger schools. And recently, I
with
the
consequences.
noticed a trend among MSU's
Whenever you see someone'•
athletes.
name,
remember their actiona
Another thing I wish to
determine
whether the newsaddress is the reason The
paper
writes
a story.
Murray Sto.U News has recently printed stories concerning
My advice for those who do
black. student&.
not want their names in the
The reason we printed names paper is to stay out of trouble.
was because the · names were Sounds hard, I know, but it can
newsworthy. None ofthe staff! be done.

Student journalist says
thanks to educators
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When trying to decide on a
career choice 88 a freshman, I
chose to be a journalist. Then,
at the beginning
of my
In
junior year, I
My
decided
I
would
like
to
Opinion
become
an
educator as
well
I
am
presently taking EDU lOS:
Introduction
to Education.
One of our
projects for
class could be
to spend a
Friday and a
Saturday at the Land Between
the Lakes learning the value of
trust.
Instead of writing more than

one paper, I decided to go.
We stayed in a rustic cabin
and slept on plastic cots. At
first I did not know what to
expect, but I soon found out.
We played those •get to know
you" games and stayed up until
midnight singing songs with
Joe Baust, the EDU 103 professor, playing the guitar.
We rose early the next morning to a wonderful homecooked
meal We had biscuits and jelly,
bacon and sausage, oatmeal,
and scrambled eggs. It was a
treat some of us are not used to.
After the delicious meal, the
fun began. We traveled an
obstacle course and played
games that develop trust. Yes,
trust! From falling backwards
into 20 arms to being led in the
woods blindfolded, we learned
to trust our fellow students. We
even had to put each person

TM Murray State News welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or less, must be signed and
include the writer's address and phone number

through a human-size spider
web without disturbing the
"spider."
The trip was well worth the
time and money. Baust, Ruth
Jacquot and Dick Usher, other
education professors who came
on the trip, were ideal guides.
I've had good teachers and
I've had bad teachers. I've had
teachers who degrade students,
and rve had those who treat
each individual student like he
is special. I have learned from
them all.
To all of you who are considering becoming a teacher, follow the good examples and
learn from the bad.
So, thank you Drs. Baust,
Jacquot and Usher not only for
taking a bunch of college students on a adventure they will
not soon forget, but also thank
you for becoming teachers.

for verification. Published letters will be kept
on file for public inspection in the Murray State
News office, Room 111, Wilson Hall. The News
reserves the right to edit for length and style.

Dear Murrey State News:
I would like to comment on
the story about Lovett
Auditorium in the March 25
Murray State News. While I do
appreciate the coverage of the
problema
in
Lovett
Auditorium, I wish that the
reporter would have given me
an opportUnity to comment on
the condition of Lovett.
Uu.r.tubately, as the official
Uniwreity agent responsible
for the facility, I was not given
such an opportunity. Had I
heeD aaked, I would have said
the i»llowing:
• As far aa I know, in my six
year~ u dean, no one has been
seriously .i lijured because of
the condition of the Lovett
staae. If officials from
Facilities Management had
judfed the atage unsafe, we
would have immediately closed
the facility. Suc;h has not been
the cue.
• Lovett Auditorium is an
important University facility,
and it does need a ~or renovation. Such a plan has been
submitted and the renovation
is in the Six-Year Capital
Construction Plan. However,
the renovation has been given
a fairly low priority in consideration of the needs of the
entile campus.
• Facilities Management has
undertaken some work on
Lofttt Auditorium. However,
again due to other pressing
ueecll, auch work hat been lim-

ited.

-<

• Johnson Theatre remains
an a.cellent facility and it is
our primary venue for theatrical productions. Lovett is not
usually used extensively in the
instructional program. The
auclliorium is often used by
campus
and
off-campus
groupe. Because of heavy use,
the facility does take a beating.
Recently, we have begun a plan
to return rental funds generated back to maintenance of

Lovett.
ODce again, we appreciate
the attention of The Murray
Stalie News. In the future, how-

ever, when the facilities of the
College of Fine Arts and
Communication are the subject
of a News article, I would hope
that the dean, the assistant
dean or the relevant department chair will be given an
opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
Gary T. Hunt, dean
College of Fine Arts and
Communication

'Uzard'
corrects
News gaff
To the Editor:
On behalf of the band
Trippin Lizard, I would like to
thank you for your Aprill article about the band in the
College Life section.
The article was excellently
written and told our story perfectly. However, one major
oversight must be brought to
your attention.
Ahbough not a Murray State
1tudent, Scott McDougal, who
with me formed tha group, was
not mentioned anywhere in the
article. He ia 88 much a part of
Trippin Lizard as the rest of
us. We all feel that without one
of us, there is none of us.
Please make an effort to correct this oversight, and thank
you again for the recognition in
the paper.
Thank you,
Jim Mahanes,
Trippin Lizard

Focus
~Giving something . fJack
TheM~ State
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BY KIM fiSHER

MSU Greeks donate money, ·services
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
said that Rock-A-Thon combined fraternity events with a
pledge-type fundraiser.
"During Rock-A-Thon, we sit
in the Curris Center from noon
on Friday until noon on
Saturday rocking in rocking
chairs; Mcintire said.
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
holds its annual Teeter for Tots
in the fall. The Alpha Sigs
goodwill.
Fraternities and sororities at raised over $2,000 in order to
Murray State University par- sponsor a Christmas party for
ticipate
in
philanthropic underprivileged children. The
fund.raising events on an teetering was conducted much
like Rock-A-Thon, with 'frate~
almost weekly basis.
Most fraternities and sorori- nity events held while sorority
ties adopt a charitable organi- members took turns teeter-totzation and have a fundraising tering in shifts.
Theta Chi Delta sorority held
event or events for that organia
Walk-A-Thon in the fall in
zation during the school year.
Much of the money collected Racer Arena.
Shelly Brillian, junior from
for the philanthropies comes
from entry fees paid by other Frewsburg, N.Y., and vice pre&sororities and fraternities to ident of the sorority, said memcompete in or to attend the bers collected pledges for funds
and then walked for an hour.
events.
"We donated $300 to Cystic
Some of these events are held
in the fall, such as Alpha Delta Fibrosis from the Walk-A-Thon
and
pledges,•
Pi All Greek 500 and Sigma Pi donations
Fall Fest. Other events are held Brillian said.
Still other fraternities and
in the spring, such as Sigma
sororities donate money from
Chi Derby Days.
Other sororities and fraterni- dues and other money-making
ties hold activities to get mone- events.
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity
tary donation from individuals
or groups. The sorority or fra- donates money from various
ternity will then either walk, fundraisers to its philanthropy,
rock or ride for 1 certain Boosting Alcohol Awareness
amount of time or for a ce'fta.i:n Concerning the Health of
StuCients
distance to collect the ple~ea University
I
funds.
' f1 I • n•,~
(B.A.A.C.H.U.S.), each semesKelly Mcintire, junior from ter, said John Barger, senior
LouisVille, and social chair for from Frankfort and member of
From car washes to food
drives. Murray State's Greek
orgaxrizations keep busy ~th
charitable work.
There are many ways sororities and fraternities promote
goodwilL
Philanthropies are charitable
organizations to which groups
or individuals donate money,
goods and services to promote

the fraternity.
Theta Chi Delta has sold
World's Finest chocolate bars to
raise additional money for its
philanthropy, Cystic Fibrosis.
Sigma Pi fraternity has a
Multiple Sclerosis walk in the
spring providing funds to be
donated in addition to the
money the fraternity raises in
the fall with ita Fall Feat, said
James Jennings. senior from
Louisville and president of the
fraternity.
"We donate about $1,000 per
year to our philanthropy,"
Jennings said.
Many of Murray State's fraternities and sororities donate
things other than money to
charitable organizations.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority sends
supplies and other important
items to its philanthropy, the
Ronald McDonald House,
which provides temporary residence for femiliea of seriously
ill or hospitalized children, said
Melanie Adams, sophomore
form Gibson, Tenn. and philanthropic chair for the sorority.
"At Easter we eend care packages of supplies and we send
cards and. other donations,•
Adams said.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
donates ita time to several
other charitable organizations
said Brian Long, senior from
Madisonville and president of
the fraternity.
a:10" L' ')fi'Lrt1
'We . parti~p-~ m the
,..,, •i
•r
Jaycees HaunteG Forest and
the Robertson Elementary
Easter Egg Hunt," Long said.

'
I

I

' 1

Local charities depend on Greeks
The Murray Work-Activity
Training Cente~Handicapped,
Inc. (W.A.T.C.H.), Need Line
and the Family Resource
Center are three charitable
organizations receiving donations and volunteer service help
from many Murray State fraternities and sororities.

b¥ ELl: sor~rity
Many Greek organizations contribute to their. national
philantl:iropies, but few are u closely tied to the philanthropy as Sigma Sigma Sipw. sorority.
The Sigmas national philanthropy is the Robbie Page
Memorial.
The Robbie Page Memorial is named for the late son of
the Sigma Sigma Sigma national prem.dent, Mary Hastings

Murray

W.A.T.C.H.
The W.A.T.C.H. program provides rehabilitation and work
programs to clients with physical and mental disabilities.
Peggy Williams, executive
director for W.A.T.C.H., said
that many fraternities have
donated time and services over
the years.
"Sig Epa, Lambda Chis and
Tekes have all raised funds in
the past," Williams said.
Sigma Chi fraternity also
donates funds from their
Haunted House and Derby
Days each year.
Some organizations donate
aluminum cans that are
crushed by the clients of the
program as part of their work
experience at the center,
Williams said.
"We pay our clients so much
per can, and that's how they
earn their pay checks,"
Wi1liams said.
Though all donations to
W.A.T.C.H. are considered
major, sometimes volunteered
services are most helpful.
"Some fraternity members
came and helped move storage
buildings for usi they even rode
in the trailers,• Williams said.
Other volunteer work is also
appreciated, Williams said.
"From arts and crafts festivals to bake sales and running
movie projectors, I know we can
count on these organizations

Robbie Page
Memorial funded

Holl.Oway . Pag~.

NOLAN B. PATTON I Graphics Designer

for help," Williams said.

Need Line
Need Line, an organization
providing aid to needy families,
also depends on donations and
community service efforts to
help those families.
Kathie Gentry, executive
director ofNeed Line, said that
Murray State University organizations are very helpful.
"'We have always had good
contacts with fraternities ar:d
sororities from Murray State,.,
Gentry said.
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
donated both money and
canned goods this year. Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority gave a
monetary donation. Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity also contributed by donating canned
goods this year.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
held a food drive and collected
over 250 cans of food and

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and provides aid to needy families through clothes drives and
also held a food drive.
"'Lambda Chis donated 7,000 other events.
Donna Herndon, coordinator
pounds of food. It filled a UHAUL trailer,• Gentry said.
of the center, said Theta Chi
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity Delta sorority donated Easter
donated some time and effort gifts to the center to be distribduring the Christmas season, uted to needy children.
Gentry said.
The sorority donated 50
"The fraternity members vol- Easter baskets which were
unteered by helping stock and delivered to the Bloodriver
shelve the canned goods collect- Baptist Church.
Sever~ members of the
ed," Gentry said.
Some sororities and fraterni- church died in a recent bus
ties donate goods and services crash, so the baskets were a
to Need Line every year, generous gesture to the children, Herndon said.
Gentry said.
-rhe children have experi'We have a lot of traditional
supporters from the University enced a lot of hurt in their
that we can count oM," Gentry lives," Herndon said.
The baskets were actually
said.
large, brightly colored cups decorated to look like rabbits with
Family Resource
pipe cleaner ears and button
eyes, Herndon said.
Center
-rhe cups were filled with
The Family Resource Center Easter grass, candy and other
is administered through the treats for the children,"
Calloway County school system Herndon said.

: .

: ··:"

,
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Robbie Page died.in 1951 arounct 't be age of six from bUl·
bar polio and the Sigma Si.Jma Sigma chapters actoSS the
country each carry on .hD memory through Sigma Serves
Children which raises money for the memorial fund.
The money donated to the fund supports play therapy for
terminally ill children.
Mar:i.e Guess, senior from Eddyrille and education director for Sigma Sigma Si~ sorority, said the money funds
renovations, graduate assistantships &;nd fellowships.
"The fund pays for graduate assistantships at the
University of North Caroliha at Chapel Hill in recreational therapy and it also pays for fellowships at the Children's
MediCal Center in Dallaa, Texas," Guess said.
The play rooms funded have pictures of Robbie Page with
his favorite toY: in them, Gueea said.
His favorite toy was the sailboat, which is a.l80 the eoror·
ity symbol, said Lori England, junior from Murray and
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma.
The Tri Sigma Chapter at Murray'State rai"s funds for
the RObbie Page Memorial by, sponso~ Volleybash in the
fall.
"We <icm.&te the money from shirt sales and the $50 entry ~
fee from each fraternity to participate," Guess said.
Money also donated by members of the sorority, taid ,
Tammy Trent, senior from Hopkinsville and member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma.
"'We donate five dollars per 'Person in the sorority each
year: Trent ~aid.
,
The aorority,,received the Philanthropic Service Award
from Murray State in 1993, presented by the St\ldent
Organizations office, said Jennifer Young, coordinator. of
Student Organizations.
"Several organizations filled out applications and a committee looked over the applications to decide who would
receive the award," Young said.
The award was presented to the sorority at All Greek '
Asseriibly last year.
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MAP Report to ease
registration process
Bv

A'ovANcE sctieooLINo~'scAeoute f;,

ANGELA ScHADE

STAff WRITER

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

· ,,,.·

Within the next year-and-aBallroom.., ·c;;
half, pre-registration will . ·sd\8duting wllt-tak& plaCe~ ln the'COm$
8 p.m~- 1 p.m.
"'
become easier and less confus- Mo~4ay-\ . , {. . ~niors t .;z ·
' · ···
Sintor8;.A..K
.~Y1 · p.m~ 6 p:m.. · v~ •. ,
ing because of a new computer
program called the Murray Tuesday.'' ··· . :t;· Juniors l -Z 'f. •• '·
. a a.rn.-1 p.m.
·
State University Academic · · .,, · · ·
JOniors A-K &-. · f t·p.nt::' e.p:rn~ ,.
Progress Report.
~"ia·.t"·~ 1 p.m. . .·
Donna Harris, MAP Report w~~y ~:: 59Pr!?~'•',k~
· SQphomores A...J<· 1p.m.7 &p.m . . '''
coordinator, said it will be used
in conjunction with the Thurs~ay";; ; . .,,... F~s~"'n.S-~ · ..... &. a.m,r-1ta~~· £ . ..
University catalog to make the
·
·
+ Vi$itinOf n()n..(l&g~ S·Z x
advising process easier.
The MAP Report is the same , . :;.·, ., ~=:> > .. ·':!, ); ·, ~r:-~h~n A~~·> +Ji~~;JC;..;A-H{r~
as the degree audit program
Freshmen J-R
,2 p.m~;_ 6 P.~m. . · · ":
,q· •· ~·:;,, ..::. '~,,. ;ir•b <4.vl&ltindl,no~reeJ-R :f
that was introduced last year,
.
. . . . f
"'
. . . . ' . .,...
Harris said. Degree audit is the
.
F.M.ay,
Apri115t: , All Ct~tio~fl8 . .8 a.m~~ 3.p.m.
general term used for the pro,s!c;: ~ ~j;r ··. ·'.:'··, •'"~(~ .: ·;:b· · •·~~~'· •· ;, . t:·r ·
gram.
Harris said the report will
BRAD McCI.AII\4" Graphics Oesignef
help advisers because the program automatically checks for report, including any approved said.
many things that are confusing exceptions to a student's de~
"The MAP Report is on a
in a manual process. It speci- program, she said.
large test.-run basis•, she said.
fies what you need to take,
The report also includes the
classes that change or have •degree shopping" process
Non-tran.efer baccalaureate
more than one name, she said. which allows students to see students ln. the College of
"It will get rid of the, 'Oops! You the classes required for differ- Business and Public Affaire
ent majors before declaring a attended four meetings earlier
can't graduate,"'Harris said.
The MAP Report is individu- certain major, Harris said. This tbia semester to discuss what is
alized. A student's special will keep students from having on the MAP Report and how to
requirements appear on the to redeclare their majors, she read it, Harris said.

center
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MY QEGREE GOT ME THE lnERVIEw.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Thing• got p...tty competitive for this job . I'm

sure my co1Je9e degree and good gradee ll:ept
me ill the 1'111U1in9· But In the end it wu tbe

,;.41

'

t

_c,

lelldershlp and management experience I got
through Army ROTC that won them over.
You can begin to deve lop Impressive leadership lldlla with an Army ROTC electiYe.

MIL 215-INTRO TO ORGANIZATIONALI:.EAOERSHIP
9:30-10;20 Monday & Wednesday
10:30-11 :20 Monday & Wednesday
12:30-1:20 Tuesday & Thursday
Register now without obligation.

DESIUITESTC:OUEGE
COUISEYOU CU TilE.

I

ADVERTISE IN THE MURRAY STATE NEWS

lo

Good L .........

Do A Great Job!

We Know You
Will!
Love,
Your Sisters in Alpha Omicron Pi

your heart."

._._,••

~ Brings You ...
Thumper & The Plaid Rabbits

t\a

Adviser - Vicki Jones ·
President - Sara Thompson
Admin. V.P. - Christine Nichter
V:P. of Membership Education- Missy I<leeman
Recording Secretary- Shanan Dunn
Corresponding Secretary - Laurel Little
'freasurer - Jill Highfil
Chapter Relations- Rebecca Oechslin
Rush Chairman - Trad Forbes
Panhellenic Officer - Lisa McGill
Panhellenic Voting Delegate- Chanon Chaney
New Member Education- Denise Brockman
Public Relations - Brandi Parrish
Ritual- Shannon Houpt, Kim Smith
Scholarship- Rachel Ferrell
Social- Jennifer Langford, Tanya Jones
Alumni Relations - Ginger Adams
Corporations - Christy Wyatt
Panhellenic Non-Voting- Judy Payne
Activities - Kelly Webb
Historian- Amanda Haynes
Asst. Treasurer - Melissa Saunders
Intramurals -Nicole Essner
Paddles and Composites - Leslie Waugh
Song Leaders- Missi Markham, Cindy Bowman
Environmental- Tract Guy
Greek Council- Jill Mattingly
Awards -Missy Klapp, Jennifer Taylor

·"Trust tn the Lord with all

t.i~e ll"

out of Louisville

April 13 at 7 p.m.
Elizabeth Amphitheater
---------and---------

For Mercy
out of Boston

April 19 at 7 p.m.
Elizabeth Amphitheater
*A product of your Student Activity Fee*

You're in Luck!
There are two
Burgers of the Month in Aprtl:

The Bacon Ranch McChicken
and

The Bacon Ranch Quarter Pounder
...And don't forget our everyday value meals:
1. Double Quarter Pounder w I cheese Meal
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Quarter Pounder w/cheese Meal
McGrilled Chicken Meal
Two Cheeseburgers
McChicken Meal
Big Mac Meal

Breakfast Buffet: 7- 11 a.m.
Saturday • Sunday

•
107 N. 12th St.
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Party, office sought affect ·routE BEAT
d
fi
t•
cand 1 acy 1 1ng process k$6~:.u~~~~1en.........
March 29

e

12:43 p.m. -A Jeep that was leaking guoline was towed because

BY SHANNON BARNHILL
REPORTER

Every year about this time,
the media buzzes about campaigns, elections and candidates. It seems as if these
issues and people come out of
nowhere, but declaring one's
candidacy and preparing for a
campaign. is a complicated
process.
In Calloway County, different
offices require different procedures.
"To be a candidate, there are
age qualifications, length of
residency qualifications and
financial papers to be completed," said Marianna Stubblefield, deputy county clerk.
Some county offices also
require potential candidates to
obtain signatures of endorsement from registered voters.
These include candidates for
school board and mayor.

After
filing
for
office
in
Calloway
County, candidates must
flle fmancial
forms with the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance.
Some local offices have election
spending and contribution limits, said Peggy Rayburn, director of Public Financing and
Administration. These limits
vary according to office.
Candidates planning to run
for state offices must flle with
both the Registry of Election
Finance and the Secretary of
State's Office. Candidates for
the state Senate or House of
Representatives have no campaign spending limits and
receive no public funding; candidates must raise their own
finances.

Candidates for governor or
lieutenant governor who accept
public funding may spend up to
$1.8 million.
No candidate for state office
may accept individual contributions of more than $500,
Rayburn said.
There are several qualifications a potential candidate
must meet to run for the
General Assembly. A candidate
must be 25 years old and a resident of the United States for at
least seven years; have been a
Kentucky resident for two
years; and live in the district
for one year or more, said Patsy
Casey, administrative specialist for the secretary of state.
Candidates for the General
Assembly wh~ wish to run
under the banner of a recognized political party must solicit two signatures from citizens
of Kentucky who are registered

said.
voters,
Casey
Independent candidates must
obtain 100 to 1,000 signatures,
she said.
Citizens who choose to run
for the United States Senate or
House of Representatives follow procedures outlined in the
U.S. Constitution.
Federal candidates have no
campaign spending limits,
although there have been discussions in Congress of placing
limits. Candidates are limited,
though, in where they can
obtain their funding.
Individuals may donate only
$1,000 per election, but the primary and general election
count as two separate elections.
Fe<ieral candidates may accept
$1,000 contributions from single-candidate political action
committees each election.
Multi·candidate PACs may
donate $5,000 to a campaign.

MSU gains access to loan database
STAFF REPORT

Because of Murray State University's
involvement in the Perkins Loan program,
the Student Loan Office on the second floor
of Sparks Hall will have access to a national database of all loans beginning during
the 1994-95 academic year.

Lula Darnell, assistant bursar, who
works in the Student Loan Office, said it is
currently difficult to keep track of loan
records - especially the loan records of
transfer students - because tracking is
done only through financial aid transcripts.

Darnell said because MSU administers
Perkins loans, it will be one of the first universities to load information into that database.
"Once that database is developed, then
the financial aid offices at all schools will
have acceas to loan records: Darnell said.

March 30
6:28 p.m. Station.

w...

~woOdng.

There was a water leak at the Hancock Biological

March 31
10:58 am. - Greg Anderson was transported by ambulance to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital after passing out In Wilson Hall.
12:29 p.m.- Jenny Givens reported the theft of $89 from a room In
Clar1t Hall. A portion of the money was later returned anonymously.
The case is still under investigation.
Aprll1

7:37 p.m. - Prentice Robinson reported being robbed at gunpoint in
Hart Hall by Antonio Gray. More than $260 was taken by Gray, resident
of Hart Hall. Gray was charged and arrested for 2nd degree robbery
and lodged In Calloway District Jail. The bOnd was set at $20,000 in
cash. (See story Page 1)
Aprll2

1:26 a.m. - Julie A. K1rkenmeler was anested on charges of driving
under the Influence and with a suspended operator's license. Richard
M. Nail was arrested on charges of alcohol intoxication. Kirkenmeier
and Nail were both lodged in Calloway District Jail.
1:53 p.m. - Eugene McManamy was cited for reckless driving in the
College Courts araa.
April 3
12:55 a.m.- The first floor of White Hall was experlenclng plumbing
problems.
Aprll4

11 :01 a.m. - Mark Hagan reported the theft of a teal green 1S..
speed Murray mountain bike.
3:10p.m.- Justin Hubbard reported the theft of taillight covers from
his Ford Ranger which was parked In the Cunis Center parking lot.
Racer Patrol escorts
March 29 • April 4: 25
Information for Pollee &lat was gathered and compiled by Janice M.
Fulps, assistant news editor, from mal9rial8 available to the pd>llc at
the Public Safety Office.
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SUMMER AND FALL 1994
CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM
MONDAY

APRIL 11

Seniors (L-Z)
Seniors (A-K)

8 a.m.- 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

TUESDAY

APRIL 12

Juruors (L-Z)
Juniors (A-K)

8 am.- 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

APRIL 13

Sophomores(lrZ)
Sophomores (A-K)

8 a.m. - 1 p.m..

Freshmen, VISiting,
Non-Degree (S-Z)
Freshmen, Visiting,
Non-Degree (A·H)
Freshmen,Visiting,
Non-Degree (I-R)

8 a.m.- 11 a.m.

All Classifications

8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

APRIL14

APRIL 15

1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

2 p.m. - 6 p.m.

UNFO~

TillS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferraJ and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately. that's a mistake you can
easil,v avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especiaJiy
for the "extr~· that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover~ Because your contributions are
maJe in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes no-...v. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
BeMfit Mill from ttU Uf,.,.Z.

$1.50 for students with MSU ID ,.
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. • Wednesday 7:30 and 9 p.m.
~
Curris Center Theater

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed se_curity of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's' variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns. •

QUI,.,,. S.RA llotliJU I 800-842-2733, utt. 8016.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"
CRffurtd;(>l/fl J " Ntr~bplf.li.~ t/.1.1-CRI"f litJu..WI •itJ /JoniloJ-1 S.n,.cu. F.,,..,.. ~It <4Wr-ti.ilf. ttttl~ tt..."'<J •ntl t-<J'ilt.W,
.-J!IIIt%'-U1-17Ji. t.fl. 80/6/_. •pro>~f«IIU. RuJ tit f'#WP'<IIU r~m/~/ly iffpr ytH1 <lf•YJI oN st..J ..,.. ty.
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AT THE CROSSROADS

will be available.
A talent show will be held
from 6 to 9 p.m. Tuesday in
The Stables, located on the
first floor of the Currie Center.
The talent show is open to all
students.
University Bookstore gift
certificates of $100 to $226 will
be awarded as prizes in two
categories, non-traditional and
open. Lane said arty student
who would like to participate
should sign up in the SGA
office no later than today.
SGA elections will be held
Wednesday. Lane said when
students come in to vote, they
can pick up coupons for free
colas at the Sugar Cube and
also sign up for drawings for
merchandise donated by local
merchants.
Another drawing will be
held for one free reservation to

BY E.l. GOLD
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

The Student Government
Association will sponsor its
spring semester Non-traditionaVCom.muter Week April
11-16.
Michelle Lane, non-traditionaVcommuter student representative to the Student
Government Association said
a full week of activities has
been planned for students and
their families.
Monday will be Gameroom
Night. Non-traditionaVcommuter students will have free
access to the Curris Center
Gameroom from 6 to 9 p.m.
Students and their families
may bowl, shoot pool and play
ping-pong. Dunker, the Racer
mascot, will be on hand to
meet the kids. Refreshments

Jennifer Stewart/Staff
On Good Friday, Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship re-enacted
the crucifixion of Jesus Christ in observance of the holiday.
Paul Lile, junior from Louisville, played the role of Jesus and
carried this cross from the front of Waterfield Library to
just outside the Currls Center where he was hung on the
cross. Mark Randall, Chi A lpha's campus minister, reminded
a crowd of observers that this Is what jesus did for our sins.

•

•..

Spring Week
biOsSbnlS Witli
array of activities
BY jENNIFER STEWART
We've set our clocks ahead.
we've gotten our shorts and Tshirts out of storage, we're
ready
for
spring!
The
University Center Board is too.
In coJ\junction with Non-traditionaVCommuter Week, UCB
is sponsoring Spring Week
from Monday through April16.
Jeanie Morgan, secretary and
coordinator of student activities, said Spring Week consists
of many activities for all students that are ultimately centered
around
Student
Government Association elections.
The week's activities will
start off with SGA elections
from 2 to 7 p.m. on Tuesday
and from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
' p.m. Wednesday.
In addition, on Wednesday,
UCB will host the "alpha experience."
Morgan said the "alpha expe-
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rience" is a large capsule that
holds about 12 people.
The capsule shows a scene
that is synchronized with the
machine to simulate the actual
experience of the scene. The
"alpha experience" will be in
the Currie Center dance lounge
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Also, the annual All-Campus
Sing will take place at 4:30
p.m. on Wednesdayon the lawn
of Lovett Auditorium.
At 7 p.m., Thumper and the
Plaid Rabbit, an alternative
band from Louisville, will play
in front of Elizabeth Hall.
At 6 p.m. on Thursday, the
jazz band Harmonica Red will
perform in front of Elizabeth
Hall. If raining, these bands
will perform in the Stables.
Spring Week activities will
conclude on April 16 when
Dallas Cowboy Kevin Smith
will be available for autographs
and answering questions at
7:30 p.m. at the step show in
Racer Arena.

the basketball day camp to be
hosted by Racer coach Scott
Edgar June 12-16. The camp
will be open to children ages 8
to 18 and will be held from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. each day. Lunch
and dinner will be provided,
but overnight accomadations
will not.
Thursday is Movie Day. Free
passes to movies playing at the
Cheri Theater in Murray will
available in the SGA office.
Lane said the passes should be
picked up by 4:30 p.m.
April 15 is Dog Day. SGA
and NETO, the on-campus
organization for non-traditional students, will serve free hot
dogs and drinks in the Quad
from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Everyone is welcome to stop by
for a free dog, Lane said.
Laura Ballard, president of

NETO, said Dog Day is a way
for the club to say thanks to
faculty, staff and students for
a good year. She said NETO
members will cook and serve
1,500 hot dogs, rain or shine.
"Hopefully, it won't rain, •
Ballard said. •But if it does, we
intend to go on with it. Last
year it rained and we got a
tent to stand under to cook.
People just came up with their
umbrellas, got their dogs and
left.
At 2:30 p.m., April 16, the
MSU Greek organizations will
host a stepshow in Racer
AreDa. Lane said since many
non-traditional students or
their families have never seen
a stapshow, she arranged for
the first 100 non-traditional
students and their families to
be admitted free. Admission is
normally $5.

Non..traditional students find
comfort, support on campus
BY E.L. GOLD
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

Phil Hayes is a lounge lizard.
He is also a husband, a father, a retired
Anny sergeant and a student at Murray
State University. Like many adults who
have .seen recent changes in their life situations, Hayes, 48, decided it waa time to
complete his formal education.
He joined a growing segment of the postsecondary student population. College
administrators call them "non-traditional
students" or ..adult learners" and they
recently passed from their long-time
minority status to become the nationwide
majority in colleges, universities and technical institutes.
A generation ago, the presence of an
individual who did not fit the mold of a
traditional college-age student in a university classroom waa an unusual occurrence. However, the number of non-traditional students grew steadily throughout
the 1970s and 1980s. In 1988, a College
Board survey determined that 45 percent
of the nation's 6 million post-secondary
students were over 25 years old.
Viola Miller, dean of continuing education and academic outreach, said that
number has continued to grow since the
1988 survey.
"I haven't seen the figures for this year,
but certainly for the last four or five years
it has been increasing: she said. "By now
nationwide, non-traditional students
account for over 50 percent of enrollment.•
Non-traditional students make up about
30 percent of Murray State enrollment.
Miller said Murray State lags behind
the national level because ofthe nature of
the campus and surrounding community.
Campuses in urban areas tend to be more
heavily frequented by by older commuter
students.
"We are still a heavily residential campus," Miller said, '"the kind of campus that
young people come to in their transition

from home to adulthood. For that reason,
we will probably never go over 35 to 40
percent adults.•
Still, that is a remarkable change from
20 years ago when older students were
rare at MU.ITay State.
Miller said there is one major factor
motivating adults to come back to school
now.
That is the over-riding and predominant
issue of economic&.
-rhere are very few ways, unless you
are independently wealthy, to better yourself except through education," she said.
Unfortunately, Miller said, economics
may also play a part in the relatively high
attrition rate among adult learners.
Recent studies have found that non-traditional students are less likely than their
traditional age classmates to complete a
degree.
This is due in part to adult «recreational learners• who take college courses only
for personal gratification, with no definite
career or degree goals. ~t also reflects the
higher level of non-academic commitment
and responsibility that adult learners
often must bear.
Miller said the incidence of "stop-out,"
a term she uses in place of drop-out to
reflect the student's intention to return to
school after a brief hiatus, is higher
among adult students than it is among
those of traditional age.
-rhey'll have a crisis in their family,"
she said. "Or some other problem will
result in them having to stop out for a
semester. The three most common reasons
we see are divorce, illness and money,"
she said.
Miller said support is also important in
coping with school and outside stresses.
•I have always contended, whether a
student is traditional or non-traditional,
the big factor is the establishment of a
community and what a community brings,
of course, is a support system," she said.
While many non-traditional students

have existing BUpport from within their
families or from friends, others must
develop a system from scratch when they
enter college. On a campus like MU.ITay
State, the student population of which has
historically been traditional, that may be
difficult.
•Oftentimes, (adult learners) are less
likely to participate in social events,"
Miller said. "That's why organizations like
the NETO club are so helpful to students.
It gives them a place to go to almost find
an instant community."
NETO, Never, Ever Too Old, is a campus organization for non-traditional students at Murray State. It is headquartered in the Comfort Zone student lounge,
where Phil Hayes fulfills his •lizard"
duties.
• A lounge lizard basically is an individual who has taken on the extra responsibility of maki.Dg sure the lounge is kept
up," Hayes said. "We're trying to make it a
place that's a home away from home."
Hayes, a sophomore social work major
from Hopkinsville, volunteered for the
extra work as a way to repay the support
he received when he came to MU.ITay State
in 1992.
"If it hadn't been for some of the folks
that were in the Zone here and in NETO,
I would have dropped out after the fmlt
couple of weelu because I was just overwhelmed with coming back to school,"
Hayes said. "I felt like I couldn't do it."
Now, Hayes and the other Comfort Zone
regulars offer that same critical support to
other non-traditional students. It is a
need that Miller said the University has
not fully met.
"We're better able to support traditional
students," she said. ~e have a whole network of systems to help support them. But
we are just beginning to address in a realistic way some of the issues that the adult
learner is having to confront.
"We are going to get better."

Low-fat food offered in T~Room Miller,Barnhlll selected Greek
man and woman of the year

STAFF REPORT

With warm weather just
around the comer, people start
thinking about eating light and
healthy. To help those people,
the Thoroughbred Room offers
a variety of foods that are not
only low in fat, but tasty too.
The T-Room salad bar is a·
good first stop. It offers fat-free
salad dressings as well as fatfree salad fixings. For a low fat
salad, add ' some vegetables
such as carrots and broccoli
instead of egg, ham or bacon.
The prepared salads are
made with fat-free mayonnaise'
and salad dressing. All of the
canned fruit is either water
packed or packed in light
syrup. There are also multigrain crackers and melba toast
on the salad bar.

For those who do not like
salad, there is also a hot line.
Most of the meats served are
not low-fat, except for meat
selections labeled baked or
broiled. The best stop on the
ho~ line is the vegetables.
Terri Benton, manager of the
T-Room, said ninety-eight percent of the vegetables are
frozen and cooked in a pressure
steamer, therefore they retain
many of their vitamins and
minerals. The margarine is
melted and poured over the
vegetables.
For the low-fat dieter, ask the
server to get the vegetables off
the top and leave the margarine in the bottom of the pan.
The T-Room also has nutritional content signs for some of
the dishes served.
The grill has low-fat choices

such as the grilled chicken
sandwich. Another alternative
is the garden burger with only
three grams of fat.
There are low-fat desserts aa
well such as moist yellow cake
topped with warm crushed
pineapple, vanilla pudding,
sliced fresh bananas and
whipped topping.
This and several other
desserts are preJlared fresh in
the T-Room bakery. Signs are
posted that display their calorie and fat content.
Benton said the T-Room is
constantly trying to come up
with healthier ways to cook and
provide healthier alternatives
for Murray State's students
and community.
If you have any questions,
call Terri Benton, manager of
the T-Room at 762-2746.

huge honor, a big thank you and I'm very
ap~ve. rm very thankful to Tri Sigma
for nominating me.
The Greek system haa many hardworking
-r credit the Greek aystem for everything rve
members, but at the end of the year, two indibecome and achieved at Murray State.•
viduals are lingled out for making exceptional
Miller, member of Alpha Tau Omega, baa
contributions. This year, it ia Shannon
also been extremely active, on campus arid in
Barnhill, senior from Gurley, Ala., and Mark
the community. He is Interfraternity Council
Miller, junior from Calvert City.
president, Summer •o• COUJ18elor, SGA cliaii· .
Barnhill, member of Alpha Gamma Delta man for student publications, member of 1'ri
sorority, has been involved in many activities Beta and Order of Omega honor societies. He ·it
at Murtay State. Some of these · activities was a youth minister at the First Baptist
include president of Panhellenic ' Council, Church in Calvert and a volunteer at the
Summer "0,. counselor, Student Government Conva.le8cence Center there.
Association chairman of Univenity Atlhlrs,
"I can't tell you what an honor thia is,• Miller
member of Omicron Delta Kappa, Kappa Tau said. ~t rilakes all the effort seem a little more
.Alpha and Order of Omega honor societies. special. I wish everyone could experience what
She is aleo the past president of Pi Sigma I have;"
Alpha honor society.
Order of Omega sponsors the committee that
t1J: was really surprised,'" Barnhill said. *It'a a chooees the recipient..

BY JENNY W OHllEB
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Murray State student aspires
to play pool professionally
Bv Scorr

NANNEY

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After being introduced to the
game of pool at age 11, Brad
Hutchins,
senior
from
Owensboro, has t raveled
around the country to compete
in various tournaments in
hopes that one day he could
become a professional pool
player.
Hutchins recently placed second in the Southeast Regional
Poo! Tournament behind
national champion Max Horn.
The double-el.imir1ation tournament, held in Johnson City,
Tenn., played host to 99 participants.
In the tournament, Hutchins

beat Hom five games to two in
the first round and advanced to
the final round unbeaten.
In the final round, Hom
defeated Hutchins seven games
to five to capture the champi~
onship.
·
"'t was a heartbreaker. He
just got all the breaks."
Hutchins said. "It was like
kickoff in a football game where
the defensive team slips and
falls down."
Hutchins said his father
introduced him to the game.
"My dad used to own six bars
in Florida and I gained experience by competing against
many different people," he said.
In addition to playing in tournaments, Hutchins has also

competed against professional
players.
"I have played in practice sessions with pro players Shane
Daulton and Nick Varner, who
is from my hometown," he said.
Hutchins said he plans on
playing professionally after he
graduates from college, but he
has other plans if things don't
workout.
"I'm working on trying to get
a sponsor and someday plan to
be a pro, but I'm working on a
degree in teaching in case it
doesn't work out," he said.
Along with playing pool,
Hutchins is majoring in physical education, competes in
intramural sports and is a
member of the Alpha Sigma

Phi fraternity.
"I am a big sports fan," he
said. ".I enjoy playing golf, volleyball and basketball in my
spare time and I'm also a
founding father of the Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity."
Hutchins receives satisfaction from playing the best that
he can.
"I like the competition, but
my biggest thrill is just being
able to play great and be as
good as I can," he said.
Hutchins said his main goal
is to one day become a world
champion billiard player.
"' honestly feel that I have
the potential and consistency to
be the best pool player around,"
he said.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Auto

r'f~

Life

Home~ Health
Bulineu
Annuities
A hdillOII Ill ..,-.
.;nee Jill

~(-)

!i)

'7!3·0832

614 s. 4th St.

Congratulations to

1fTf(Jl~a

IF(J) Tffb(f~

on being elected President of

''Order of Omega''
Love your sisters in
Alpha Omicron Pi

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Forcl or Mercury Just Like You •••
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own •••
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive
says a lot about who you are. So why
not say you're o ne of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going?
In other wo rds, why not soy it w ith a
sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a
personal statement- because the 1994
Ford & Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program** gives you yo ur choice
of $400 cash back or a special
finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cosh back!

3QUI
~ -15\JBE

Plus, Ford Credit con offer qualified
applicants pre-approved credit up to
$18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days
in most states (excluding Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).

'P~

•10 Minute
OllChange.
•Brake Service
Quality, Reliable
Service You Can
Depend On For. Your
Car Or Truck.

So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask
abo ut the College Graduate Purchase
Program. (It's a terrific way to show the
world just how smart you really are!)

• No Appointments Necessary •

Two Convenient Locations
641 South
Five . Points
75-9·1529
753·4462

•Spec•ol Ftnonce rote ohernohve ond Ford Cred1t programs not ovoiloble on Ieos~
-To be elig•ble. you must graduate With o bachelor\ o.- groduole dagree. or be enrolled iO groduole 5<hool, between 1/1/94
and 9/30/94, This progrom os in odd•toon to all otner nol•or.ol cu~1omer tncent.ves, <!J\cept for olner Ford pnvole offers.
indudrng Ihe Young Buyer Program You must purchase or leo$e your new veh,<le b<>tween I/ I/9J ond 9/"J(J/9S
Some customer 011d.vehide restnctoorn apply ~ ~oo your dealer for details.

Graduating
Seniors ...

'-----~ ~ ~

.. /l

~

Consider Graduate School
at
Murray State University
Give yourself an opportunity for:
t1 Higher starting salaries
t1 Faster promotions
See your Department Chairman for details

For more Information contact:
Dr. William Payne, Coordinator
324 Wells Hall
762·6464
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Witness to Holocaust speaks Grandmother
baby from the arms of her
mother and shoot her . in the
head.
Irene Opdyke, a native of
"There were so many Nazis.
Poland who hid 12 Jewish They were killing, shooting,"
friends in a German officer's she said. "There were Jews, all
summer villa during World sizes. There were women and
War II, traveled from her children."
Orange County, Calif., home to
"I did not understand how
Murray State University's this could happen. I remember
Collins Center of Industry and thinking, Why? I could not
Technology Monday to tell her understand the hate,"she said.
story.
"The Holocaust was 50 years Opdyke's,survival
ago and not many survivors
remain," Opdyke said. "You are
"I had survived and I realized
the last generation to hear our
that it is up to us to choose who
testimony. You need to know
we want to be. I made my
that we all belong to one
choice," she said, "and I asked
human family and my main
God for the opportunity to help
desire ia to unite all people of
others."
this family."
Opdyke's opportunity arrived
when she met a group of Jews
Teen-age years
who we~ employed to serve
German officers. She provided
them
with any information she
A teen-ager when Germany
could
find about the deportaand Russia took over Poland in
tion
of
Jews in the region.
1939, Opdyke was beaten and
14
I
cleaned
offices and many
violated by Russian soldiers
papers
on
the
officers' desks
and left to die in the snow.
their
way
into my pockfound
However, she was found and
ets,"
she
said.
admitted into a Russian hospiEventually, Opdyke heard
tal to recover.
that
all Jews in the region
Upon lier release from the
were
to
be removed and sent to
hospital , Opdyke was taken to
a
camp.
work in a German ammuniShe was assigned to be a
tions factory. She was then
housekeeper
for a German offiassigned, after fainting in front
cer
at
his
summer
villa. Opdyke
of a German officer from the
knew
that
the
villa
would be
fumes of the chemicals used in
isolated
most
of
the
time and
the plant, to serve meals to
the
German
officer
would
often
German soldiers.
be away. She took a chance and
moved 12 Jews into the baseCruelty to Jews
ment of the villa
The Jews' living quarters
Soon after beginning her new were cramped and hot.
job, Opdyke witnessed, for the
The Jews were soon discovfirst time in her life, the ered by the German officer
German persecution of Jews. when the basement dpor was
She began to walk down a accidentally left unlocked.
street when she heard yelling.
Opdyke feared execution, but
Down that street, she found was surprised when the officer
German soldiers beating and did not punish her or the Jews.
'terrorizing a group of Jews. She t ~use he was in love with
said she saw a soldier take a me I guess," she said. "He was

pledges music
fraternity

BY DENISE MONTAGUE

STAFF WRJltR

Bv

PAMELA

R.

DIXON

STAFF WRITER

BECICY YOUNGWatTH/Statl

Irene Opdyke, who lived through the Holocaust. spoke
to a crowded audience In Curd Auditorium Monday.

an old man and I was a young
blond, blue-eyed girl.'"
·
The officer allowed the Jews
to remain living in the basement. They eventually e~ped
to the forests of the Ukraine.

Opdyke today
After the war Opdyke
returned to Germ~y to find
her family. She was placed in a
camp · for displaced persons
when she could not find them.
In 1949, she was given the
opportunity to move to America
by the United Nations. She
arrived in New York City with
no tJkills, friends, family or
money and without knowing a

word of English.
Today, Opdyke spends her
time traveling around the
world telling her story.
She is among 5,000 people in
the world recognized for bravery during the Holocaust and
was awarded the Medal of
Honor by the Yad Vashem in
Jerusalem in 1982. She has
also been awarded the title of
"Righ~ous," giv~n ~ Gentil~s
who risked therr lives to 8ld
and save Jews, by the
Co~s~ion
fo~
the
Des1gnation of the Righteous.
She has published her story
in a book titled "Into the
Flames: '!be Life Story of a
Righteous Gentile."

It only takes one person to
make a difference.
Whether it is a big or small
contribution, Murray State
University non-traditional students offer guidance and examples for the entire university
community.
Virginia Szikszai is one
example of the contributions
students make to their peers.
At a time when many people
her age are enjoying retirement
and spending time at home,
Szikszai, 74, is a history student who is embarking on a
journey into the world of Greek
life.
She is currently pledging
Sigma Alpha Iota, a professional music fraternity.
Szikszai said she became
interested in the fraternity
after attending a rush held in
late fall of last year.
"Music is my first love,•
Szikszai said. "Although fm a
history major, I wanted to do
something within the music
program," Sziltszai said.
Szikszai said pledging Sigma
Alpha Iota has been a learning
experience for her.
"' have already set a lot of my
standards in life. Although I
did not grow up with the young
ladies, we get along very well,"
Szikszai said.
Sziltszai said Sigma Alpha
Iota is a very good program for
women.
"There is a lot of caliber
among the fOU!lf women
involVed. I learned from them

"Sometimes it :SO easier
for younger people to do
things, but I'm proud to
,
do the best I can.
VIrginia Szikszai
student
that I could be accepted for who
I was among the young people,"
Szikszai said.
She said her activities in
Sigma Alpha Iota keep her very
busy.
"Some of the things I do .
include attending meetings
once a week, hewing with
Campus Lights. an annual
music production, and ushering at the Quad State competition," she said.
Szik.szai said she has had to
make many aciju.stments while
undertaking the procesa of
plecJcing.
"Sometimes it's easier for
y01.mger people to do things,
but I'm proud to do the best I
can,• Szika:r.ai said. "The pledge
claaa is like a family for me.
Now I have a chance to grow up
again."
Szikazai said any non-traditional aged person who is
thinking about going back to
school should go for it.
~rm a great-grandmother,"
Sziluzai proudly admits.
"Age doesn't have anything to
do with your mentality,• she
said. "' stopped attending college years ago because I moved
away form a four-year c:olleaa.
I'm glad to be in school."

GREEK WEEK '94
KICKBALL TOURNAMENT AND EVERTS

Intramural Field
Today 3 pm • 5 pm!

"Everyone is Welcome"
Sign·ap on 2nd lloor ol the Carris Center

TO BE OR ROT TO BE...IT'S ALL GREEK TO ME!!!
Greek Week shirts $6
**Trophies aad priaes donated by TACO BELL

Vote for SGA Elections
Tuesday, April12 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.l
Wednesday, April13 8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m.-_.
Curris Center Second Floor
~~Alpha

Experience''

Wednesday, April13 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Curris Center Second Floor
Hours
Mon -Thurs
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11}):mrn:~~lr ~ <:r[}r)® rF~&ocQl IT!~[ID[b)auS>

6 am. - 10 p.m.
Sam.- 8p.m.
9am.- 6p.m. ·
Noon- 6p.m.

AI]U~!faumll~\\J<e

We Now Have Tanning Beds
20 Minute Beds
1 Session
MEMBER
NON-MEMBER

$3
$4

151 0 Chestnut Street

100 min 200 min 400 min
$36
$20
$12
$48
$25
$15

753-7283

DON'T FORGET WE HAVE AEROBICS

Catch up on all the latest in
The Murray StateNews

LB&uu@

Wednesday, April13 after All-Campus Sing
Elizabeth Amphitheater

lt{)cmrmm~nitcc~
lB"I!Jl~s

~an~ ·

Thursday, April 14 7 p.m.
Elizabeth Amphitheater

SPORTS
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It's a brand ne'W
ball
game
Editor
·.
.
regrets
'.B reds tied with Austin Peay for league
lead
little
.

By Scon

NANNEY

In
My

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State's baseball team
has gone through several
changes this season.
Former assistant coach Mike
Thieke took over for retired
head coach Johnny Reagan.
During the offseason the former 'Breda' pitcher signed 15
high school and junior college
players and the team even
bought brand new pin stripe
uniforms.
But perhaps the biggest
change has been made between
the chalk lines.
At 13-11, the 'Breda have
already surpassed their nine
wins for all of last season and
are tied with Austin Peay for
first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference standings with a 31 record.
The 'Breda are also second in
team pitching and team fielding among OVC schools. The
team's overall earned run average is 4.79 while its fielding
percentage stands at .955.
In individual performances,
freshman Adam Wilson leads
the OVC in pitching with a 4-0
record and a 2.49 earned run
average, while senior Marcus
Log@Jl leads the conference in
strikeout s with 36 in only 31
innings. Junior Matt Seely is
also among conference leaders
with a league leading five
saves.
Junior first baseman Matt
Culp leads the team in batting
with a .371 average and 24
runa batted in, which is good
enough for second in the con~
ference. Culp is also tied with
senior Chris Godwin for the
team lead in home runs with
four.

I

MAn
P£RE800M

Sports
Editor

1
Barry Johnso!VGuest
Senior third baseman Chris Moddelmog makes a nice grab as the •arects just m lss catching a Morehead State base runner napping.
T he Morehead runner atte mpt ed to score from second o n a base hit, but a good defensive play kept the ball in the infield and the
runner at third base. MSU won the game played April I, 6_..

"We're playing really well
right now," Thieke said. *We've
won seven of eight games and
are on a good pace."
Thieke also said that better
pitching and help off the bench
have been key factors in the
'Breds' resurgence.
"I am pleased with the performance of our pitching staff
so far," he said. "Lots of guys
are also coming off the bench
and performing many different
roles to help this ball club."
Godwin said he is pleased
with the team's efforts and
think& the season is going well.
•1 am pleased with the way
we are playing right now,"
Godwin said. "We are playing
with a lot more intensity and

excitement and our young guys
are responding well"
Logan said the team is performing better because of
everyone's improved mental
approach.

BASEBALL STANDINGS

The following are the ovc ba~ll standings·as of Monday::·:::::;

.}~:

~· .,

*We are doing really well at

this point in the season, but the

.,., C.,nterence
~~es
;:
. .
.L.
Y:J..

Murray State

. "'3

best thing about this team is
our attitude toward playing,"
Logan said. "Last year we were
playing not to lose, but now we
are more confident."

Southea$t ·Mtssouii

Logan believes the 'Breda can
win the conference title if the
team continues to play well.

Eastern Kentucky
Morehead Sta1e J

"The OVC championship is
not an unattainable goal for us
if we can keep playing well and
continue to be consistent."

Austin Peay
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3
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NOLAN B. PATION I Graphics Designer

Golfers ~oping
to avoid traps

LOOK OUT BELOW

Volleybash for. cash

-

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

J

Championships this is a fairly
obvious front page story.
•
But usually the decisions are
not as obvious.
What should I do when the
women's tennis team wina
three matches and the men's
basketball team loses the conference championship? Both
stories are newsworthy, but
which deserves the front page?
But these kinds of choices
are effortless when compared
to athletic issues that have
more serious impacts on our
society.
What should receive more
play, gender equity or the soccer club's trip to Nashville?
Probably gender equity. Which
story pleases more people?
Most likely the soccer story.
Unfortunately, it is not my
job to please people. (I actually
consider it fortunate that I
only have to please myself, my
boss and my adviser. People in
the business of having to
please everyone, 811 tlie time,
are often in no-win situations.)
Granted, we try to please
the reader enough that he or
she will read our section. But
to be a displeased reader
means you had to first read.
This is what makes a reader.
And this is our goal - gaining
readen~. not Brownie points.
To make a short story long, I
do not regret for a single
moment the crime story that
was reported last week on the
front of this section. What I do
regret, however, is not doing it
sooner and more in depth.
We have been faced many
weeks with the unpleasant
task of deciding to run this or
that about an athlete's crimi- ,
nal activity. Most times I
make the final say not too.

The women will host the
first ever Murray State
Invitational next weekend.
The women's golf team finThe men's golf team recently
ished eighth last weekend at
finished 11th at the Johnny
the Lady Colonel Classic in
Owens Invitational.
Richmond.
Brian Henson, junior from
Sophomore Jennifer
Mayfield, led the way with a
Langford and junior Rechelle
230 BCOl'<>.
Cadwell led the lady Racers
0. Jay Lancaster, sophcr
with scores of 184 and 185
more
from Mayfield, finished
"We've done okay, ..aid
10
strokes
behind Henson in
teammate Stacy Kern, graduI am not implying that all
the
team
competition
and finate student from Mt. Sterling.
athletes have records at Public
ished 50th individually.
"But we haven't achieved our
Safety. What I am suggesting
Freshman Todd Thomas fin- is that the story was long overpotential at all. We're very
ished third among the Racers due considering this year's colcapable of doing better."
with a 242 score.
Kern said the Racers are
lection of crimes, both accused
working on various problems
While the Racers have not
and proved.
in their individual games.
placed high in most of their
It intrigues me that so-called
"We've all improved individ- tournaments this year, they
MSU athletic supporters find
ually; therefore we are all
are hoping to rebound this
it so appalling that we reportmoving up as a team," said
weekend at the Marshall
Connie Steely, sophomore
Invitational in Huntington, W. ed last week's story(ies).
fromMmay.
Va.
If they are such staunch supporters, why are they not more
eager to put a stop t o the problems? But, I don't believe the
anonymous callers have an
athlete's best interest at heart.
STAff REl'ORT
· If they did, they would have
the guts to "debate" 'face to
Murray State University's.Lady :Racer volleyball team will face rather than via South
Central Bell.
hold its Spring 'Outdoor Volleyball Bash April30 and May 1.
The fund-raising event will be held at Cutchin Field and is
I would be curious to find
open to all MSU students and the public.
out if we would be receiving
Volleyball coach Brenda Bowlin said there will be a coed 4- death threats instead of just
on-4 tournament on April30 and a triples competition on May cowardly anonymous calls if
1, both starting at 9 a.m.
we had reported the docu"We did this same fundraiser last year, and it worked out ments recorded at the County
pretty well," Bowlin ~d.
Courthouse and not just Public
Bowlin said the money raiSed during the event will go in the Safety.
volleyball team's foundation.
Furthermore, we were not
She said that about 15 to 18 team's participated in last
required
by any law to publish
year's event.
the
two
positive
stories that
"We had about 15 teams last year and we expect anywhere
were
printed
on
the same
from 25 to 30 teams will participate this year."
page.
We
are
not
a PRarm for
Teams will be split into Division A for advanced players and
the
athletic
department.
No
Division B for intermediate players. There will be a $25 entry
matter
who
thinks
differently.
fee for the coed tournament and a $20 entry fee for the triples
We often make mistakes, but
competition.
last week's effort was not one
For further information contact Bowlin at 762-3825.
of them.
'

STAFF REPORT

· Kurt S m ith, freshman fro m Barbados, pre pares t o land his triple jump effort that earned him
fourth place In a recent track and field meet held at Stewart Stadium. The Race r men finished I
• second In the overall competition.

..l

As the
sports editor,
it is my
responsibility
to decide
what goes on
the sports
pages each
week. Some
weeks it is
easy.
When the
rifle team
competes in
and hosts the
NCAA
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MSU cowboys enjoy
major injuries and an increase
in attendance as other positive
aspects of the spring rodeo.
The Murray State rodeo
A survey of 587 people was
team's spring rodeo attracted
taken at the rodeo which
more than
showed that 135 of the 587
3,300 specta- surveyed were first-time
tors and 250 Murray rodeo spectators.
participants.
The rodeo attracted people
Dewayne
from as far as 920 miles away.
Driskill, facSpectators came from throughulty advisor
out the nation including
ofthe team,
Pennsylvania and Oregon.
said this
Many of the people in attenspring's rodeo was the best one dance were from the Jackson
he bas attended since he has
Purchase Area. According to
been at Murray State.
the survey more than 360 peoDriskill said he thought the
ple traveled less than 25 miles
MSU team did well.
to attend the rodeo while more
The MSU team placed third
than 100 people traveled
in the rodeo. Marne Plowman
between 25 and 60 miles.
was the All-Around women's
Stan Maclin, graduate stuChampion. Ryan Pressel
. dent from Hayti, Mo. and presplaced in the calf roping comident of the Rodeo Club, said
petition and Mark Watkins
the team is trying to increase
won the saddle bronc competi- the community's involvement.
tion. Todd Slykhuis and Scott
He said MSU's team would
Moore both placed in the team like to follow the forma t the
roping competition.
team at the University of
In addition to MSU's sucTennessee at Martin has crecessful team performances,
ated. The school has auctions,
Driskill cited not having any
cook outs and other events
BY M ELISSA FARNUM

Reporter

s~ecessful

rodeo

which involve the community.
Tony coleman, rodeo coach
at UT-M, said almost 7,000
people attended the school's
rodeo over a three-day period.
He said he thought Murray
State had a good rodeo and
excellent facilities.
' The high school rodeo, which
will be held this Sunday, usually helps MSU's team recruit.
High school students come to
the rodeo while also visiting
the University's campus.
Maclin said the team was
trying to improve recruiting
efforts this year. It is sending
brochures to graduating
seniors, advertising and making phone calls.
Driskill believes the rodeo
team is important to Murray
because students should be
able to pursue their interests.
He said that while rodeo is
just a hobby to some people;
the rodeo is to team members,
like basketball is to others.
Melissa Famum/Staff
This cowboy was just one of 250 riders to entertain a threfHiay total of more than 3,300 spectators at t he recent spring rodeo held at the West Kentucky Exposition Center.

This Is the final story in a
three-part se ries.

Success Systems

M~rketing

is looking for approximately 20 College Students
in your hometown area!

This space
could be yours!

Working locally ,in home a rea, you can earn
$300- $375 a week
• There is no overnight travel • You are given all leads
• There is possibi lity for: Promotion, Bonuses, and trips
For mo re information, contact the Co-op/Placement Office
or call 1-800-694-4289

Check out the new contraception options;
the advantages and disadvantages of each and
how you can determ ine what methods
are best for you.

Monday: Game room night
FREE: Food, Tokens and Bowling!
Dunker will be available for pictures with your kids!

Saturday, April16, 1994
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
Third Floor
To Pre-register call: 762-1384
M

Tuesday: Talent show

URRAY-CALLOWAY CoUNTY H o sP I T A L

6 p.m.-9 p.m. at the Stables
Two categories: Non-traditional and Open

·

.

803 Poplar Street • ,762-1384
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FREE Passes to the CHERI Theater!

~

Pick up passes in the SGA office by 4:30 p.m. (Passes good 4/14/94 only)

A

Friday: Dog day

<t>
A

r
L

r

L
T

rn

Vote and enter drawing for a FREE Basketball Day Camp!
Free Cokes!
2 p.m.-7 p.m. at the Curris Center

Thursday: Movie night

r

0~

Wednesday: Elections

n

r

is having a gr~at
time during
Greek Week!

K

1st place Non-traditional receives $225. 2nd place receives $200.
1st place Open receives $200. 2nd place receives $100.
Elections 2 p .m.-7 p.m. at the Cwris Center

11:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.

in the Quad!

Saturday: Step show
FREE tickets to th~ Step Show!
First 100 non-traditional students and their families free!
2:30 p.m . at Racer Arena
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Racers of
the Week
Freshman Adam
Wilson of the
Thoroughbred baseball
team has been chosen
as a Racer of the
Week.
Wilson, from
Owensboro, currently
leads the Ohio Valley
Conference in pitching
with a 4-0 record and a
2.49 earned run average in six oamAc::
On April 2, Wilson
gave up just four hits
and five runs in eight
innings as the 'Brads
cruised to a 12-5 victory over defending conference tournament
champion Morehead
State University.
Jennifer Langford,
sophomore from South
Fulton, Tenn., and
Rechelle Cadwell,
junior from Benton, Ky.,
are also Racers of the
Week.
The two Lady Racer
golfers shot 184 and
185 respectively, to
lead the young team to
an eighth place finish in
the Lady Colonel
Classic in Richmond.

THE WEIGHTS OVER

John Stevens/Staff

The football team raised more than $6,000 for new video equipment thanks to the lift..a·thon tt
held March 31 at Stewart Stadium. Right, Sean Coleman, junior from Louisville, was the team's
strongest participant. The lineman bench presst>A a team-high 475 pounds.

Fourth team to hold wild card
BY SCOTT NANNEY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In the new Central Division, the Chicago
White Sox will be the odds on favorite to capture
-~--their second consecutive division title. 1'h,ey will
be joined by Cleveland, Kansas City, Milwaukee
and Minnesota.
•
Under the new format, a wild card team will
The West Division will consist of California,
be chosen along with each league's three division Oakland, Seattle and Texas, which is considered
winners. Each of the wild card spots will be by many to be the weakest division in baseball.
given to the second place team with the best
In the National League, the defending NL
record.
champion Phillies will remain in the East
The new divisions look like this:
Division with Montreal, New York and Florida.
In the American League, the East Division Also joining the pack will be the two-time NL
will look about the same as in past years with champion Atlanta Braves, from the old West
the defending world champion Blue Jays leading Division.
There is no clear cut favorite in the new
the way. Baltimore, Boston, Detroit and the New
Central Division where Cincinnati, Houston, St.
York Yankees will join them.

Analysis

It has been five monthS since Joe Carter gave
the Toronto Blue Jays consecutive World Series
Championships with a game-winning home run
in Game 6 off Philadelphia reliever Mitch
Williams.
After a long winter, it's once again time for
players to grab their bats and gloves for another
year of Major League Baseball.
Professional baseball will take on a new look
in its 125th summer. The 28 team owners voted
during the offseason to form three divisions in
both the National and American Leagues and to
add another round of playoffs.

Louis, Pittsburgh and the Chicago Cubs will battle for a playoff berth.
The San Francisco Giants, happy to be out of
the Braves' shadow, emerge as the froX\t runner
in the West. The Giants will do battle with Los
Angeles, Colorado and San Diego.
Divisional rea.lignmerit is not the only change
that will occur during the '94 season. Two new
ballparks will make tbeir debuts.
Jacobs Field will be the new home of the
Cleveland Indians while the Texas Rangers will
move into The Ballpark at Arlington.
Although there will be some changes in the
grand ole game, the beauty of it still remains the
same.
So, let's play ball!

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

WANTED

WANTED

Hey Broadcast Team-The
Print Team Is ready to play
some real ball, soya better get
ready! See ya Sunday!

Mike-l think I'm feeling giddy.
Maybe we should eat Taco BeU
more often. Debbie

Woo Woo-Have fun roughing
It this weekendI I'll think of you
with the remote In my hand!
Long Wve tree atumpsl Love
you, Dawn Marie

Tandy TASSO Model 4 Com·
1.>Uters, $10 each, Record players, electric typewriters (for
parts), printers (lor parts), arm
chair. Call759-1000

START YOUR OWN CAREER
In a fast-growing business.
Sales experience or training
not necessary. For appointment, call 753-1826

ArA pledges you are going to
dogreattomorrowl Love, Your
sisters

Tamara W.-Are you spoiled?~

CJennl Greenwell- Congratulations on your new position as
Vice President of Student
Alumni Association. We know
you'll be great! Love, Dawn and
Woo Woo

AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EM-

Club- Meet
Advertising
Wednesday. April21 , at 4 p.m.
for elecdonsl Get ready tor the
MF Competition!

Hey Tlllorci-Beware of who
you pull practical jokes on. You
never know when someone Is
playing one on you. An adver·
tislngfrlend

Al:A's volleyball teams-Keep
up all your hard world We are
all proud of you, and we're In
the lead!

Happy Birthday Allisonll'll be
thinking of you and talk your
big sis into being my roomie!
Love. Kim

SAA MUDBALL APPUCA·
TIONScanbepicl<edupatthe
Information desk In the Curris
Centeror%thfloorSparksHall.
"You Gatta Play Dirty to Win!"

Congratulations to our beauti·
ful kids, Lisa C. and Mary A.
"Now ya knowl" Love, Kelly
and Beth

Happy Birthday Melissa Schererl Love, Dawn and Woo
Woo

GetyourMURRAYSTATEDRY
t·shlrts today! Wilson HaU Am.
21 6C. For more informationcall
762·3173
-------Brother word procassor 3400.
Spreadsheet, thesaurus, busi·
ness letter disks Included. Also
Journey Time 3 3·cd package.
Call 759·14961985 Red Nissan
Sentra Station Wagon. Air/Heat.
AM-FM Radio. 98000/ml. Ex·
cellent Condition.Caii759:913B

M~lNEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline.....•Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Good luckArA YOIIeyballeamsl
Tre-I hope you feel better soon.
Long live cowboys who can't hit
thelrdpcupl Love, Dawn Marie

Cracker and Mao-Class of
20001 Plenty of time forthedeckl

Beavis-Thanks for Easter.
Sting

Broadcast is going to smear the
print team on Sunday.

All- Next time you and Tamara
should call a cab. Cliff

Trent #1 Taxi! You're the best.
Thanks lor everyth1ngl Love. 5
sisters in A On

xxoo

College would be so cool if it
wasn't for class.

Paul and Rosanne- We're
hungry and we promise not to
go In the basement! Love,
SOCs
Only four more weeks of
schooll

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

AOIT had a great
time at Greek Week
and Kelli Eastwood
you did a wonderful
~~Bj job!
.9l.{plia Omicron Pi

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED

LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
MISC
NOTICE

WANTED
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Eam
up to $2,000+/mo on Cruise
Ships or Land·Tour companies
Summer & Full-Time employ·
ment available. No exp necessary. For Info, call 1·206-634·
0468 ext. C5538
Wanted-Someone to advert1se
and fill up this space

PLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREEl (CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE. HAWAII, ASIAI)
HURRYI BUSY SPRING/SUM·
MER SEASONS APPROACH·
lNG. GUARANTEED SUC·
CESSI CALL (919) 929~398
ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-Eam up to
$8,000+ in two months. Room
andboardiTransportation!Male
or Female. No experience nee·
essary. Call (206)545--4155ext.
A5538
CHILDCARE OPPORTU·
NITESI Prescreened families
looking for caring individuals to
spend a year as a nanny. $175 ·
$350JWeek, room and board car,
airfare included. Call Chllclcrest:
1 -800·574-8889

Female roommate wanted to
share 2·BR apartment close
ao campus. $100 plus utilities.
762-6717
I need a ghost! (Female) For
Fall or Fall/Spring. Please call
Cory at 762·2064 or leave a
message at 762-2065
Typing. transcribing, and other
word processing. Reasonable
rates. 753·2813. Leave mes·
sage.

Summer Resort Jobs-Earn to
$12/hr. +tips. Locations Include:
Hawaii. Florida, Rocky Moun·
ta1ns. Alaska, New England. etc.
FordetaijscaJI: 1·800-80705940
ext. R5538.

Go

BREIHJ

Congratulations
to

Allison Burgess
on acceptance into

O~K
National Leadership Honor Society

ALA love & ours,
Your sisters
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Young said. Gray has been
suspended
from the University
Continued from Page 1
on
three
counts:
commission of
felony, and a preliDii.nary heara
serious
crime,
possessing
ing was set for April 12.
firearms
or
weapons
on campus
Wilson said Gray requested a
and
conduct
endangc
ring safepublic defender, and one will be
ty
and
welfare.
appointed by the court.
All are violations of conduct
In addition to criminal
charges, Gray also faces rules- rules found in the Student
violation charges from the Handbook.
University, said Mike Young,
A University Appeals Board
assistant associate vice-presi- hearing has been set for April
dent for student affairs.
13 to review Gray's suspension.
"A weapon was used to place
An Appeals Board hearing is
other students in danger,"
Young said. "We look at that automatic whenever a student
is suspended.
very seriously. •

Continued from Page 1

Frank Julian, faculty regent,
said Jones' letter and the
expressions ofconcern from the
faculty
and
staff
will lead to the candidates
being announced sooner.
Sid Easley, chairman of the
search committee, said Jones'
letter and the faculty's resolution are all intended to bring
the best person to MSU.
Easley said the search committee has no plans at this
time to bring any candidates to
campus next week.

RATES

Board of Regents meeting.
Later, he said the Board has
Continued from Page 1
a very hard job to meet the
replacing the outside stairs in needs of the University's stuCollege Courts.
dents, faculty and staff.
Housing will also give custo"This Board has proven to be
dians, clerical and other very student-oriented," he said,
Housing employees a 2 percent "but with the current budget
salary increase for the 1994-96 they are forced to make a deciyear.
sion students will not like."
Meal plan prices will also
Effective this fall, juniors
increase. Students who select who lived in residence halls two
Any-5 will pay an increase of consecutive years will be
$5. The prices of the Any-16 charged the rate they paid as
and Full-19 will be raised by sophomores. Hulick said the
$25.
freeze on rates is an incentive
Student regent Brian Van for upperclassmen in an
Hom voted against the attempt to increase occupancy
increases · at the March 29 in the halls.

Additionally, students aged
18-23 whose parents are MSU
faculty or staff will receive a
$100 discount from the current
room rate each semester.
Housing's room and board
refund policy will also be
amended next fall to mirror the
University's current tuition
refund policy.
Hulick said no formal decisions concerning the renovation of Woods Hall have been
made. With its closing,
Housing will cut five staff positions and save money in
salaries, routine maintenance,
supplies, ca.blevision and scholarships.
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SIRLOIN

TIP ROAST

HOLTEN Frozen

BEEF

SMOKED
PICNICS

PATTIE

siicm
BACON
Family Pak

Whole HJcltory

Meaty Fresh

PICNIC PORK

ROAST

'"'o be or not to be ... "
The sisters of Al:A thank IFC and
Panhellenic for a wonderful Greek weeki
Kelli Eastwood and Brantley Gihner
you did a fantastic job!
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FANCY FEAST

NO MATTER HOW
YOU PICK IT UP
YOU GET THE BEST
DEAL WHEN YOU
COME IN
TO GATTIS!
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2 Medium Pizzas·
(OM Topping Each)

2 Tossed Salads or
2 Small SpaGattis
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

$

Only

99
plus

tax

Dine-In, Pick-Up Only!

753-6656

Chestnut St.

HOURS:

The Best Pizza In Town...

~~

11 a.m.-10 p.m.

Mon.·Su.n.

$1

·~ft~

AMorted Varletln MAJIUCHAN

2 All-You-Can-Eat I
Pizza & Pasta Buffets :

.o; 2 ~ $699

Ill Sheela, 79 Sq. fl.
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: 2 All-You-Can-Eat
: Pizza & Pasta Buffets
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SCOT PAPER TOWELS

RAMEN NOODLES
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BIG K SOFT DRINKS
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for lloyt or Girls Dl1posable

LUVS DIAPERS
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KEEBLER

AUNT JEMIMA

Frozen KROC£R

SUNLIGHT
LIQUID

ZESTA
SALTINES

CORN
MEAL

ORANGE
JUICE
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